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ROAD IMPROVEMENT PROPOSAL SUMMARY 

 

This document summarises the road improvement proposal under consideration by APMC, which is being put forward to residents at an Extraordinary General 

Meeting in June. Details of the EGM are in a separate APMC Newsletter.  

The proposal details here are an extract from a draft Design & Access Statement which – if the EGM approves the plan – we will submit to Islington Council 

for planning permission. Further details are available either on www.aberdeenpark.com, or by emailing aberdeenpark@hotmail.com, or by contacting Andy 

Whitefield on 0796 881 6662. 

Note that any changes of this sort require approval from the Council, because of Aberdeen Park’s Conservation Area status, for tree protection, and as part of 

the public realm. Aberdeen Park falls into 2 conservation areas:  

• CA 27 (Aberdeen Park) – this covers all of the road with the exception of a short stretch from the main Highbury Grove entrance. 

• CA 5 (Highbury Fields) – covering the stretch inside the main entrance. 

As well as considering our proposal in light of the relevant Conservation Area guidelines, Islington Council will also review them against their Street Book: 

Supplementary Planning Document (October 2012). This sets out guidelines for designing streets and other spaces in the public realm (which includes 

Aberdeen Park). Of particular relevance to us are the guidelines seeking to promote access improvements for pedestrians and sustainable design, including 

biodiversity and new drainage solutions. 
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PROJECT COSTS AND FUNDING 

We intend to pay for these improvements from our existing funds and not to request any additional monies from residents. APMC has road improvement 

funds from 2 sources: the annual road levy on all properties – this primarily pays for ongoing maintenance but also contributes capital for improvements; 

and a road access fund created in 2003 specifically for improvements (often referred to informally as ‘the Viewpoint money’). These funds have both 

increased over recent years and between them now amount to some £640,000 (to encompass both maintenance and improvements together). 

Two contractors have quoted to deliver the proposal. The preferred quote is for £180k (£150k+VAT). Other costs already incurred or expected amount to 

c.£30k (these are for various surveys, tree planting and professional fees). So the anticipated project total is c.£210k.  

It is prudent to allow a contingency on this sum – a generous 20% contingency is £42k, which gives a ceiling cost of £252k. We will do our very best to 

keep the cost to the anticipated £210k, but we are asking for approval from the members to spend up to this ceiling cost of £252k.  

Note that we are considering in addition replacing the gate in the spur between Aberdeen Park and Aberdeen Road. We do not yet have an estimated cost for 

a replacement gate. 

Effect on our funds 

The proposal encompasses both capital improvement work and some maintenance work (e.g. tarmac resurfacing). Our analysis is that this split is 

approximately 57% capital and 43% maintenance. We propose to split the (£180k) contractor costs in this way between our two funds: £103k capital from 

the road access fund and £77k maintenance from the annual levy fund.  

We will leave the other (£30k) costs as capital expenditure only (since those costs would not be required for routine maintenance work). £17k of this amount 

has already been incurred or committed. 

If the costs are as anticipated, and ignoring costs already incurred, then: 

• Our overall funds, including both capital and maintenance, will reduce from £640k to £447k. 

• Our road access fund will reduce from £495k to £379k, which would become the primary sum available as the capital basis for future 

improvement phases. This is still more than the sum originally received (c.£330k after tax) as the initial payment into the road access fund in 2003. 

We will therefore be retaining at least the original capital and spending the interest and additional payments received since the fund was created. 

• Our maintenance fund will reduce from £145k to £77k. Our average maintenance expenditure over the last 4 years has been £44.4k, so this 

would leave us sufficient reserve funds for a period approaching two years. 
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